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SUMMARY 

I am a professional singer, composer and animateur, with a specialism in Arab and Middle 
Eastern vocal music. Inspired by my German/Egyptian heritage and my initial training as a 
classical singer, I am particularly interested in exploring a musical dialogue between Arab 
and Western cultures. 

My aim for this project was to travel to the Middle East to deepen my knowledge and 
understanding of Arabic classical singing and to research the chants of the Middle Eastern 
Christians, some of the most ancient church music in the world. As well as for my own 
personal development, I hope to be able to use this experience to help develop  a deeper 
understanding here in the West of the traditions in the Middle East and of the connections 
between our cultures. 

I had originally planned to divide my time between Lebanon, Syria and Egypt, but 
eventually decided to stay in Lebanon for the duration of my trip. The security situation 
prevented me from visiting Syria and political and sectarian tensions meant that  it wasnʼt 
particularly safe to visit the churches and monasteries of Upper Egypt. I had many 
contacts in Lebanon and many plans for what I could achieve there. Staying in Lebanon 
allowed me to develop  a deeper connection to the country, forge some long-lasting 
contacts as well as focus on my personal studies.

Aims and objectives for the trip

1) To take lessons in classical Arabic singing to develop my understanding of the music, 
style and technique.

2) To research the music of different Middle Eastern churches. To learn chants and acquire 
an overview over the history, theory  and practice of the different chanting traditions. To 
visit ancient monasteries in the region to develop  an understanding of the history and 
spirit of the churches and communities.

3) To collect recordings of services in churches and monasteries, and interviews with 
experts  and scholars with a view to compiling an audio book presenting an ʻIntroduction 
to the music of the Middle Eastern Christiansʼ.

4) To attend concerts and rehearsals to increase my knowledge of the music (sacred and 
secular) and find out more about projects and performance practices in the region.

5) To make contacts with musicians, teachers and scholars for possible future 
collaborations. To find out more specialisms and teaching practices at universities and 
conservatoires.

Overview of my studies

My research and study  in Lebanon can be broadly  divided into three main strands. Firstly, I 
studied classical Arabic singing with a variety of teachers. The second, and broadest, 
strand was my research of Arabic Christian chants, which consisted of a mixture of 
lessons, interviews, private study, attending rehearsals, visiting churches and monasteries 
and collecting recordings. Thirdly, I broadened my knowledge of Arabic music, 
performance and teaching practices, and generally gained an insight into the musical and 
cultural scene in Lebanon, by attending classes, rehearsals, concerts and establishing 
contacts with musicians, singers and scholars. 
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CLASSICAL ARABIC SINGING

One of the key objectives of this trip  was to deepen my knowledge and understanding of 
Arabic singing and music in general. I have been studying Arabic singing for over seven 
years in London and felt that by immersing myself in the culture and taking some intensive 
lessons, I could improve my singing immensely. It took me some time to find the right 
teacher. I had planned to take lessons with Fouad Aouad, a highly recognised singer, oud 
player, composer and teacher, and had already established contact with him from London. 
However, after taking a few lessons with him, I felt he may not be the right person for me 
to learn from; he had a very similar teaching technique to my teacher in London and there 
were a few communication issues. I therefore decided to search further and found a 
wonderful teacher in Mme Aida Chalhoub Ziade, the Dean of oriental singing at the 
National Lebanese Conservatoire and also took some consultation lessons with Carla 
Ramia and Joseph Louaize. 

One of my specific goals was to improve my knowledge and ability of ʻTarabʼ singing. 
Tarab is a highly ornamented style of classical Arabic singing, in which the singer 
improvises with the ornamentation, constantly changing the way a particular phrase or 
word is sung, while suiting him/herself over the particular rhythmic pattern of the song. 
There is a specific vocabulary of ornaments, and they need to be suited to the maqam 
(mode) of the song as well as to the words. Only certain syllables or letters of each word 
can be prolonged and used as a vehicle for the ornamentation. The singer therefore needs 
to control the natural rhythm of the words as well as of the musical rhythm of the song. 

With Aida Chalhoub, I worked on two kinds of songs - songs in the style of ʻTarab 
Shaʼabiʼ (lit: Tarab  of the people) written by Lebanese composer Philemon Wehbe and 
ʻMwashshahatʼ. Philemon Wehbe (1915 - 1985) wrote a number of songs for the famous 
Lebanese singer Fayrouz. They are lively, with beautiful lyrics (often about broken hearts!) 
and yet complex and full of details. They have slightly simpler rhythmic structures and 
shorter phrase lengths than the very classical Tarab songs and were therefore a good 
introduction to this kind of singing. A ʻMuwashshahʼ is a form of music and poetry first 
developed in ancient Andalusia. Muwashshahat (plural of Muwashshah) form an essential 
part of the curriculum for singing students - they explore the whole gamut of Arabic 
maqamat (modes) and are often written in irregular rhythms such as 9/8, 10/8, 13/8, etc. 
The standard way  of teaching Muwashshahat is for the singers to beat the rhythmic 
pattern with their hands (using different sounds for the ʻdumʼ and ʻtakʼ of the drum pattern) 
whilst singing. I had one lesson per week with Mme Chalhoub. I had hoped to take more 
lessons, but it took me about a week of intensive practising to prepare one piece. The 
lessons were challenging and demanded a lot of concentration. She set a completely new 
standard for me, I was often struggling trying to hold the rhythm, get my mouth around the 
words and control the complex ornaments! It was like an intensive crash course, a real 
tour de force; however, it meant that eventually  my singing and understanding improved 
considerably despite the short time available. I feel very lucky to have met Aida Chalhoub 
and I am hoping to go back to Lebanon at some point to continue my studies with her.

I also took some lessons with Carla Ramia, as I wanted to make the most of my short stay 
in Lebanon. Carla is a young but established singer with a wonderful voice. With her, I also 
looked at some of the Philemon Wehbe pieces I was studying - the use ornaments vary 
from singer to singer, and I thought it would be very useful to hear her interpretations. We 
also looked at some simpler pieces, especially to work on the tuning of quarter tone 
Maqams and sensibilities of singing Arabic music. Carla was very helpful with expression 
and also subtleties of tone and attack. She also gave me some lovely repertoire to learn. 
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Finally  I took some lessons with Joseph Louaize. Joseph Louaize is a distinguished 
elderly teacher, who also has a great expertise in Syriac music. As he knew I was working 
on songs with Aida Chalhoub, he gave me a number of ʻvocalisesʼ and exercises to 
improve my style and ornamentation in Arabic singing, including exercises for ʻafk and 
ʻorab (Arabic trills), compiling for me a kind of basic vocabulary of Arabic ornamentations. 
We then worked on incorporating these into my repertoire. We also began some work on a 
type of vocal improvisation called Layali and Mr Louaize gave me a small handbook on 
Arabic maqams and rhythms, with a song to learn for each mode, for after my return to 
London. In hindsight, these few lessons proved incredibly helpful; he helped me to open 
my ears to a certain sensitivity and style in Arabic singing, which had a definite impact on 
the way I perform my music now. 
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RESEARCHING CHRISTIAN CHANTS

There are many Christian confessions in Lebanon, each of which has their own musical 
tradition. In order to learn more about these, I set up meetings with various experts; I 
wanted to get an overview of the music, performance practices and find ways of learning in 
more depth about the individual traditions. Due to the contacts I established, as well as the 
time available to me, I eventually focused on two traditions: Syriac-Maronite and 
Byzantine chants. Being in Lebanon, it made sense to research the music of the 
Maronites, the biggest Christian community  there. Similarly, here seemed to be a great 
expertise in the tradition of Byzantine chanting in Lebanon. Religion plays a big role in 
peopleʼs lives, which explains why the traditions of chanting are very much kept alive. 
There can be a tendency, especially in the Maronite church, of bypassing tradition in 
favour of ʻmodernʼ music and instruments, using electric keyboards with drum patterns or 
grand four-part choir arrangements, but many musicians work hard to keep the ancient 
traditions alive. 

Maronite and Byzantine music is contrasting in many ways. Syriac-Maronite chants are 
very  ancient and it seems likely that they have remained unchanged in their present form 
since they were first conceived more than 1500 years ago. On the surface, their 
compositional structure is very simple: they are mostly  syllabic, have a range of about 3 to 
4, sometimes 5 notes, and are created of short, mostly  stepwise, patterns that repeat and 
extend gradually. The melody is a carrier for the words; often there are hundreds of texts in 
both Arabic and Syriac for only one melody - they are a vehicle for prayer. Yet their beauty 
belies their simplicity; little details, such as some chants beginning and ending on different 
notes render them incredibly  beautiful and haunting. There is a spirituality and depth in 
these melodies that seem to transport you to another time and place. Byzantine chanting, 
on the other hand, is a sophisticated and highly developed musical tradition. To master 
Byzantine chanting, one has to complete several years of intensive training. The chants 
are built on 8 microtonal modes and their rendition is full of inflections and ornaments. 
Byzantine music has its own notation system: the signs signify  intervals between notes 
rather than fixed pitches. The chants are performed in 2 parts - one group is singing the 
melody, while the other is holding the Ison (a drone), the bass note of the mode of the 
chant, which changes with each modulation. 

MARONITE MUSIC

The Maronite Church traces its origins back to a community founded by 4th century 
Syriac Saint Mar Maron. The Maronites sought refuge in the mountains of Lebanon in the 
5th century due to being persecuted for holding to the beliefs of the Council of Chaldeon in 
451. Their seclusion from the rest of the world meant that they  preserved their traditions 
almost unchanged. Today they are in full communion with the ʻHoly Seeʼ of Rome, i.e. they 
are part of the Catholic Church. Before the conquest of the Arabs, the Maronite spoke  
Syriac, a dialect of Old Aramaic (the language spoken at the time of Christ). Syriac still 
remains the liturgical language of the Maronite church, and also of Syriac Christianity  in 
general. Syriac bears many resemblances to Arabic; it has similar phonetics and is written 
from right to left.

To learn more about the music of the Maronite Church, I worked with priest and musician 
Abouna Youhanna Geha and Arabic classical singer Ghada Shbeir. 

Abouna Youhanna Geha is a monk in the Lebanese Maronite order, a musician, 
composer, conductor, recording technician and Syriac scholar. In addition to his expertise 
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in Syriac chants, he has an encyclopedic knowledge of Arab sacred and secular music in 
general. On our first meeting, I interviewed him about the history, tradition and theory of 
Maronite and Syriac music. He was very  interested in my project and keen to help  me to 
learn more about Syriac music. He asked of me that while being his student, I would also 
share in the life of his church and family, so that I wasnʼt just learning the theory, but had 
an experience of the spiritual and cultural home of the music. 

We met once to twice weekly to work on Syriac language and music. I realised that if I 
wanted to develop  a deeper understanding of the chants, it was important to learn Syriac, 
the language for which they had been composed. As Syriac is also the liturgical language 
of many of the other Antiochean churches, it made sense to develop  a basic 
understanding of reading and writing it for future studies. Syriac apparently had a profound 
cultural and literary impact on the Arabic language; it was fascinating to see the links in 
phonetics and etymology, as well as to have an insight into the grammatical and thought 
patterns behind this ancient language. Abouna Youhanna also taught me some chants and 
supplied me with books and recordings. Each chant can be sung in a number of modes; 
their essential feature is the melodic up and down movement rather than the exact 
intervals between the notes. He recorded the chants for me in different ways: in major, 
minor, Rast (the 3rd tone being a quarter note) and Bayati (the second note being a 
quarter tone), so I could work on these after leaving Lebanon.

Ghada Shbeir is a singer and musicologist. She specialises in the performance of Syriac 
(Maronite, Catholic and Orthodox) Chants and Arabo Andalusian Mwashshahat and 
teaches these at Kaslik University and the Lebanese National Conservatoire. I met twice 
with Ghada Shbeir and interviewed her on the interpretation and performance practice of 
Maronite and Syriac chants. She gave me a number of CDs and a book on Syriac music. I 
had hoped to take some lessons in Syriac chants with her, but in the end I ran out of time. 
I had wanted to reach a certain standard in Syriac and have learnt several chants on 
which I could work with her in detail, which took me much longer than I had anticipated. I 
am hoping to get the chance to work with her, should I return to Lebanon in the future.

Both Abouna Youhanna and Ghada Shbeir had felt very  strongly about the way the chants 
should be performed. They emphasised the difference between chanting prayers and 
singing songs, and felt it was important to not use too many ornaments when chanting so 
as not to super-impose your own personality or external dramatic gestures onto the 
prayers. They seemed to agree that the most ideal and genuine way of performing the 
chants was a cappella, possibly with instruments playing in between the singing. As this 
isnʼt always possible - especially during church services, the accompaniment of the chants 
would need to be done very sensitively. 

BYZANTINE MUSIC

Byzantine music is sung in the ʻGreek Catholicʼ (Melkite) and the ʻGreek Orthodoxʼ 
churches. The ʻMelkite Churchʼ (also called the Greek Catholic Church of Antioch) is an 
Eastern Catholic Church. They maintain a communion with the Roman Catholic Church  
since splitting from Greek Orthodox Church in 1729, but their roots and liturgy are still 
closely  connected to. The ʻGreek Orthodox Church of Antiochʼ, also called the ʻGreek 
Orthodox Patriarchate of Antioch and All the East and the Antiochian Orthodox Churchʼ is 
one of the most ancient churches in the world and has followers in Syria, Lebanon, Iran, 
Iraq, Kuwait and parts of Turkey. They have the same chanting tradition as the churches in 
Greece, they follow the same notation system and theory, but they now chant in Arabic 
rather than Greek. 
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In the field of Byzantine Music, I worked with Joseph Yazbeq and Mike Hourany. 

Joseph Yazbeq is both a solicitor and an expert in Byzantine chanting. He is the director 
of SEM, the School of Ecclesiastical Music of the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese in Mount 
Lebanon, which he helped to establish in 1997. The school has developed its own 7-year 
curriculum and aims to educate a wide range of people in the Byzantine tradition - 
especially  young people. Their choir is one of the leading Antiochene Byzantine choirs. It is 
conducted by Joseph, who regularly composes new music for the choir and leads many 
interesting collaborations with soloists and other choirs.

The first time I met with Joseph, he gave me an outline of the history of Byzantine chanting 
in the Arab world. He broadly explained some of the theory and techniques of Byzantine 
chanting and showed me some of his works and projects. I attended many of his choir 
rehearsals, including an occasion when he had invited over 30 elderly chanters from 
different churches around Lebanon for a special collaboration with his choir. The choir 
rehearsals were the most wonderful experiences; hearing between 20 to 40 men singing 
together in full voice set my ears buzzing and often sent shivers down my spine! So I could 
acquaint myself with Byzantine music, he also sent me an introductory manual of 
Byzantine notation, which I studied at home. It is quite complex and so different from our 
own notation system, that I was proud when I got to the stage where I managed to at least 
follow the music whilst the choir was singing.

Mike Hourany is a singer with a doctorate in Byzantine chanting from Greece. Mike gave 
me many recordings and has been very helpful with finding chants related to different 
occasions and in different styles. I was planning on taking lessons in Byzantine chanting 
with Mike while in Lebanon, but again, time somehow slipped away. However, we have 
been in touch since I left Lebanon and he has given me some online lessons over Skype 
for a chant that I learnt for a project with Opera North on the figure of St George!

Mike is also an Arabic language teacher, and very generously helped me with the 
translation and pronunciation of the songs I was preparing for my singing lessons, as well 
as with speaking the local Lebanese dialect.  

THE ARMENIAN CHURCH

The Armenian Apostolic Church is one of the most ancient Christian communities in the 
world, and Armenia was the first country to adopt Christianity as a national religion in 301 
AD. There is a big Armenian diaspora community in Lebanon and they have some 
beautiful music. Towards the beginning of my trip, I met Dr. Edward Torikien, a composer 
and musicologist of Armenian origin, at Kaslik University, where he teaches. He gave me a 
background on the history of the Armenian diaspora community and their music and 
advised me on events, church services and concerts I could attend. I went to some 
services and attended a Good Saturday Mass at the Armenian Patriarchate at Bzimmar, 
but unfortunately I didnʼt have the time to make proper contact with the churches and their 
cantors and to make more recordings of the music. 
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Special services and trips to monasteries

The ʻHajmeʼ, Orthodox Easter Sunday, 15th April 2012
I attended (and recorded) the Orthodox Easter service at Naʼash Church, where some of 
the key SEM choir members are cantors. The congregation of Naʼash are currently 
collecting money to build a new church; in the meantime they  are holding their services in 
what appears to be an old living room. The ad-hoc nature of the setting somehow makes 
the service with its beautiful music even more moving. The service started very early - at 
around 6am and lasted for 3 1/2 hours. The ʻHajmeʼ is a special tradition that takes place 
at during the Easter service, a ritual that could almost be described as an act of theatre. 
After starting the service inside, the priest and congregation left the church for about half 
an hour to continue the service outside. After that the ʻHajmeʼ began: the priest knocked 
on the church door and demanded to be let in, to which ʻthe devilʼ inside the church 
responded with a refusal. The priests shouted at him three times, asking him to leave; 
finally, the church doors swung open, the devil has disapperaed (metaphorically) and the 
congregation re-entered the church for the actual Easter service. At the end of the service 
the priests handed out coloured eggs, and the ʻegg-fightingʼ match began!

Visiting the monastery of Hamatoura, 21st to 22nd April 2012
Hamatoura or ʻThe holy  mountain of Theodokosʼ (literally  God-bearer, i.e. Mary, the mother 
of Christ) is a Greek Orthodox Monastery  in the Qadisha Valley in Lebanon. I visited the 
monastery with three members of the SEM choir for an overnight stay. We arrived 
Saturday night, in time for evening vespers (which took place from about 9 to 11pm) and 
left Sunday lunchtime after mass. Hamatoura can only be reached by foot - it is a long, 
steep  climb of about 45 to 60 minutes to reach the gates of the monastery. We parked our 
car near a watermill and began our ascent. By  the time we arrived at the monastery, night 
had fallen and we were all exhausted and sweaty! About 10 to 15 monks live at the 
monastery; they follow an ascetic life style of prayer and meditation. They dress in long 
black robes, have long hair and beards and wear black caps. The monks grow and cook 
their own food; women are not allowed into the kitchen. The monastery  is open to visitors, 
and many people come for either the services or to stay overnight. The conditions are 
simple, there are mattresses and sheets, and the visitors (men and women are of course 
separated) prepare their own beds. 

When we arrived, we had a few minutes to rest, after which the vespers started. These 
took place in a little old church, built into the rocks of the mountain. The church dates back 
to around the 6th century, some frescos from that time can still be seen on the walls. The 
vespers took place almost in the dark, with only sparse lightning. The monks voices, un-
amplified, first in spoken, then in sung prayer, gently filled the little church; it felt as if we 
were transported to another world, outside time; I began to understand the meaning of a 
ʻholy  placeʼ. In the morning, we walked around the monastery and found another little 
chapel higher up  in the mountains, in which the monks used to hide during times of 
persecution as well as a number of relics, including a huge number of bones and skulls of 
martyrs, preserved in a little shrine. This was a magical trip  and I got some great 
recordings.

A day of religious tourism, 23rd March 2012
One day Abouna Ihab, the director my accommodation, took me out for a day  of ʻreligious 
tourismʼ. We visited three monasteries, including the monastery of St Charbel, a Maronite 
Saint, built close to the hermitage where St Charbel used to live, and the convent of Saint 
Rafqa, who have a well known music school. The location of these monasteries and 
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convents is stunning, set high in the mountains of Lebanon, often with a view over the sea 
on one and the mountains with their snowy tops on the other side. Monastic life in 
Lebanon is very much alive, many young people take the vows. On our drive through the 
mountains, we passed by a little, derelict church from the fourth century. This little church 
encapsulated something so fragile and beautiful and, in a similar way to the chants I was 
working on, forged a link to a distant past, a past which also represented the beginnings of 
our own culture in Europe. 
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ARABIC MUSIC CLASSES AND CONCERTS

Aside from singing lessons, I had the chance to deepen my knowledge in Arabic music 
history and theory with the following musicians: 

Abouna Dr. Eli Kisrwani is a lecturer at Notre Dame University. He is a musicologist and 
composer, an expert in Syriac chant and the responsible of the choir of the Maronite 
Patriarchate. I had several sessions with Dr Kisrwani on music theory  and the maqam 
system, which were fascinating. From his research and study of Syriac chant, he has 
developed his own method of analysing oriental modes. He collected chants and folklore 
from Turkey and Mespotamia, analysed their modal structure and compared his findings 
with traditional Arabic music. We listened to many classical Arabic songs, analysing the 
behaviour of the melody within the mode, whether it was built on tri-, tetra- or pentachords,  
and where the modulations were taking place. These sessions have given me new tools in 
analysing maqamat as well as new compositional tools and also made me aware of the 
close musical links between the different regions that used to be the Byzantine empire, as 
well as the links between different musical genres such as sacred and secular, folk and 
classical music.

Mustafa Said is a blind Egyptian singer, musicologist and oud player, who has specialised 
in and devoted himself to the renaissance of classical Arabic music from the late 19th 
Century. He lectures traditional Arabic music at the Higher Institute of Music of the 
Antonine University, Beirut and is the founder and director of AMAR, the Foundation of 
Arab  Music Archiving and Research. I met Mustafa through a common friend and he 
invited me to attend his weekly classes at Antonine University. I went to several classes, 
which consisted of listening and playing and and gave a historical background to the early 
period of classical Arabic music. He offered me to do an internship at AMAR, which I would 
have loved to take up, but realistically, there wasnʼt enough time to get involved. 

Concerts
I had the chance to attend many wonderful concerts while in Lebanon, of both sacred and 
secular music; in the week leading up  to Catholic (Maronite) Easter there was a concert 
almost every night. I saw concerts of traditional music as well as of new collaborations and 
compositions; for example of the wonderful LNOO (Lebanese National Oriental 
Orchestra), a professional orchestra of strings and traditional Arabic instruments who play 
arrangements of traditional pieces, original compositions and new commissions. It was 
inspiring to see the range of music making taking place and gave me many new ideas.

Universities
During my stay  I made contacts at all major music departments: at Kaslik University, Notre 
Dame University, Antonine University and the National Lebanese Conservatoire. I met the 
dean of music at Kaslik University, Pere Joseph Tannous, who generously  gave me 
access to the library and the recordings of the university. 
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SIDE-NOTES

Lebanon - Demographics/History/Politics

Lebanon is a small country of ca 4 million inhabitants. There are officially 18 religions in 
Lebanon (apart from the many Christian confessions (Maronite, Greek Orthodox & 
Catholic, Syriac Orthodox & Catholic, Armenian Orthodox, Catholic & Protestant, etc.) 
there are the Sunni and Shiʼa Muslims, the Alawites and the Druze, to name but a few...). 
In Lebanon, religion and politics are inextricably intertwined - the President of Lebanon is 
always a Maronite Christian, the Prime Minister a Sunni Muslim and the Speaker a Shiʼa 
Muslim. Politics in Lebanon is a minefield and incredibly difficult to understand. It is a 
country constantly  on the brink of war; the neighbouring powers Syria and Israel are 
heavily involved in the political and financial interests of the country. You could see the 
repercussions of the current events in Syria in both pro and anti Assad demonstrations 
taking place on the streets of Beirut. Lebanonʼs various political/religious parties come 
together to govern as the ʻMarch 8thʼ and ʻMarch 14thʼ alliances, which are ʻpro Syriaʼ/ʼpro 
Westʼ respectively. The delicate balance of Christians and Muslims is also jeopardised by 
the big number of (mainly Muslim) Palestinian refugees, who have been living in camps in 
Lebanon for almost 60 years without having ever had the chance of becoming Lebanese 
citizens. 

Lebanon is also a country full of history. Jbeil (also called Byblos), a city close to where I 
was staying, has relics of all civilisations who lived in Lebanon from ca 5000 BC, including 
the Canaanites, the Phoenicians and the Romans. I also had the chance to visit Baalbak 
in the Beqaa Valley, which has one of the largest intact Roman temples in the world. 
Lebanon is a country which has been occupied continuously by different empires, which is 
probably why it such so culturally rich. The Lebanese are highly  educated and usually bi-, 
if not trilingual, speaking both classical Arabic and the local Lebanese dialect, in addition to 
either French or English or both. 

Living in Lebanon

Abouna Shafiq Abouzaid, the priest of the Melkite community in London, kindly helped me 
to find accommodation in Lebanon and I was very relieved and excited when he told me 
he had found me a studio. What I hadnʼt realised, was that the flat, which was in a complex 
called ʻFoyer des Apotresʼ, was in fact part of a ʻstudent houseʼ overseen by Maronite 
monks and governed by strict rules, which at times made me feel like I was staying in a 
low-security prison; there separate entrances for girls and boys, no visitors in rooms and a 
curfew from 11pm (with a discretionary leeway until 2am)! However, the staff at the Foyer 
were incredibly kind and helpful, especially the director, Father Ihab  Shamoun, who did his 
utmost to help me with practical matters, such as finding out about times of church 
services and ways of getting to places; once he even lent me his car (a black Mercedes) to 
drive to South Lebanon for the Good Friday service in Deir Mkhalles (as well as arranging 
an old priest to escort me on my trip!). I was also very lucky that a friend of a friend offered 
me an apartment in Beirut for one month, which gave me the chance of experiencing life in 
Beirut. 

The town I was staying in was called Jounieh, a little Christian sea-side town about 30 
minutes drive from Beirut. While many parts of Beirut have a mixed population of Muslims 
and Christians, it was unusual to see anyone in headscarves in Jounieh. Lebanese people 
are very fashion conscious and Lebanese women are incredibly glamorous, always with 
high heels, perfect nails and perfectly formed eyebrows. It is relatively safe for women to 
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travel around on their own and I didnʼt get anywhere near as much hassle as in Egypt, 
even though I still ended up wearing a wedding ring to protect myself from over-zealous 
taxi and bus drivers. It was relatively  easy  to get around in either taxis, services (shared 
taxis) or privately run mini-buses, which were very cheap, but always had the air of 
adventure (especially to destinations further afield), with erratic driving from the bus drivers 
and passengers sometimes carrying what seemed to be their entire household with them 
on their journeys.

Being in Lebanon on my own felt overwhelming at times. It is a country  full of beauty, full of 
culture and history. Yet the signs of the war and the threat of instability are constantly 
present. It is quite shocking to walk through the modern, completely  rebuilt Downtown area 
of Beirut, to then suddenly be faced by a bombed shell of a building. The Lebanese people 
are very resilient and a people who despite, or maybe because of not knowing what 
tomorrow will bring, love life and know how to savour each moment. Some things were a 
big culture shock for me: the contrast between people looking so well after their own 
appearance and the cleanliness their homes, yet the sea being pumped full of rubbish and 
sewage. The juxtaposition of beautiful old villages and ancient ruins with the most ugly 
modern concrete housing blocks and even churches. The juxtaposition of deep  spirituality 
and crass vanity.

Weather

When I arrived in February, I hadnʼt anticipated, how cold it would be in Lebanon. There 
was no insulation in the rooms and the only heating was a small appliance which doubled 
as air conditioning for the summer. Apparently, I had picked the worst winter (and spring) in 
Lebanon for the past 60 years for my trip; there were torrential rainstorms and the weather 
was so erratic, that I sometimes experienced snow, rain and warm sunshine in the course 
of one day. I bought some emergency warm clothes and luckily managed to borrow an 
additional heater. Nevertheless, I got ill and developed a bronchitis, which lasted for 
almost two weeks and meant that I couldnʼt sing or take lessons during that time. By the 
time I left, summer had finally arrived; unfortunately it hadnʼt got warm enough for me to 
have a swim in the sea, which I had been admiring from my window every day! 

Hospitality

My experiences gave me a chance to get a real insight into the lives of Lebanese people, 
their culture and mentality. People in Lebanon very much share in each othersʼ lives; 
anonymity  and seclusion donʼt exist in the same way as in Western Europe. People are 
very  generous with their time and with giving of themselves. Whenever I had a problem, I 
knew there was someone I could speak to and that they would do whatever was possible 
to help me. 

Lessons were never just lessons. Abouna Youhanna hadnʼt been exaggerating when he 
said I would become part of his circle of family and friends. Every  time we met, he took me 
to meet people, sometimes his family, sometimes friends, and occasionally to different 
monasteries or convents, where we would be fed, meet the nuns or monks, and then work 
for anything between 1 to 3 hours. Once I accompanied him and his choir on a trip  to 
Derbessim in South Lebanon, the village where he and his family were originally from and 
which they had to flee during the civil war in the 1980s. There was a funeral mass for a 
family friend and he was providing the music. After the mass, we were invited for a big 
lunch by the family of the deceased. Having visited some sights in the area, we then paid 
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visits to families and friends; we went into at least 8 different houses, sat in the living 
rooms sipping tea or coffee and catching up. 

Similarly, when I went for lessons with Aida Chalhoub, I had (a three course) lunch with her 
and her family after every lesson. She is a very busy lady, teaching six days a week, but 
she still finds time to make the most delicious dishes. It was really special to be welcomed 
so warmly, and I made some some long lasting friendships. 
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CONCLUSION

Did I fulfill my objectives? Looking back, I actually achieved most of what I had set out to 
do, despite the fact my planning had been quite ambitious. I probably would have needed 
about a year to complete all the projects I envisaged, as well as make the most of the 
possibilities that offered themselves to me. I improved my skill and understanding of Arabic 
singing, even though I realised at the same time how much I still had to learn. I now have a 
knowledge and overview of Christian chants in the Middle East that I didnʼt have before. I 
made many contacts and had many inspiring experiences. The one objective I didnʼt 
achieve was to collect enough material and recordings for an audiobook; this was a much 
bigger undertaking than I had anticipated and would have probably  been a whole project in 
itself. I also didnʼt manage to get recordings of as wide a range of traditions as I had hoped 
for; but for the music of the Syriac Catholic and Orthodox churches I would have probably 
needed to go to Syria directly. However, I have collected a basis great recordings, on 
which I can build when I get the chance to return to the Middle East. 
 
I am planning continue my studies in Syriac, and also of Syriac and Byzantine chants. Aida 
Chalhoub  gave me several songs to work on and I have many recordings of services, 
concerts and of my lessons, which I am continuing to listen to. I have already had the 
chance to use some of what I learnt for a new collaboration with Opera North and have 
been asked to do a radio show on Middle Eastern Christian chants for Resonance FM. I 
am hoping to develop new projects once I have digested all the material I have collected. 

Living in Lebanon, even for such a short time, had a profound impact on me and I believe 
that my experiences not only deepened my understanding of the music but have ultimately 
had a deep  effect on my singing and my own music. I learnt more than chants and songs 
and a new language; I breathed and lived the culture and my experiences are still 
unfolding inside me. This trip helped me to develop  not only as a musician and singer but 
also as a person. It has opened many new doors and opportunities for me and it has been 
an inspiring and life-changing experience. I am so grateful for all the support I received 
from so many people throughout my trip  and am immensely grateful for the Finzi Trust for 
giving me this amazing opportunity. 
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SCHEDULE

16th February 2012 ! Arrived in Beirut, Lebanon. Settled in my accommodation in  
!  ! ! ! Jounieh arranged myself, made initial contacts.

18th February 2012 ! Met with Mustafa Said, a singer, oud player and composer of 
! ! ! ! classical Arabic music, who teaches at Antonine University.

20th February 2012 ! Began Arabic singing lessons with Fouad Aouad. 

! ! ! ! Met Pere Eli Kisrwani, a musicologist and expert in Syriac 
! ! ! ! chant

21st February 2012!! Met with Carla Ramia, a singer of classical Arabic and religious 
! ! ! ! music. 

23rd February 2012 ! Met with Dr. Joseph Tannous, Dean of Music at Kaslik 
! ! ! ! University

! ! ! ! Met with Edward Torikien, a professor of composition at Kaslik 
! ! ! ! University and an expert in Armenian choral music. 

24th February 2012 ! Met with Joseph Yazbeq, a specialist in Byzantine Chant, 
! ! ! ! Founder of The School of Ecclesiastic Music (SEM) 

25th February 2012 ! Attended an ʻOrdination of Priestsʼ at the Maronite Patriarchate

27th February 2012 ! Attended my first choir rehearsal of SEM

28th February 2012 ! Met with Brother Mikhael Haddad at Kaslik University, who gave 
! ! ! ! me a background on the chants of the Melkite (Greek 
! ! ! ! Catholic) Church

! ! ! ! Attended Mustafa Saidʼs Class at Antoine University, on 
! ! ! ! classical Arabic music from the early 19th Century, Maqam and 
! ! ! ! Improvisation

29th February 2012 ! Met Abouna Youhanna Geha, expert in Maronite Syriac Chant 

1st March 2012 ! ! Met Mme Aida Chalhoub, the Dean of singing at the National 
! ! ! ! Conservatoire of Music

2nd March 2012! ! Met with Mike Hourany, a specialist in Byzantine Chanting

4th March 2012! ! Attended a funeral service in Deir Bessim, South Lebanon
 ! ! ! !
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5th March 2012! ! Met Ghada Shbeir, a singer of Classical Arabic music and 
! ! ! ! specialist in Syriac chanting

7th March 2012 ! ! Attended a rehearsal by the National Lebanese Oriental 
! ! ! ! Orchestra (NLOO), conducted by Oud player Andre Hage
! ! ! !
8th March 2012! ! Met with Amine Beyhoum, a scholar and musicologist, who 
! ! ! ! has a PhD on the modal system of Arabic sacred and secular 
! ! ! ! music

10th March 2012! ! Attended a concert of Lebanese music, led by Qanun Player 
! ! ! ! Ghassan Sahab

12th March 2012! ! Attended a choir rehearsal of Kaslik University Choir

14th March 2012! ! Met Joseph Louaize, a teacher of Arabic singing and a 
! ! ! ! scholar of Syriac chant. 

15th March 2012! ! Attended a concert of the NLOO

19th March 2012! ! Began regular singing lessons with Aida Chalhoub

22nd March 2012 ! ! Met with Saad Saab, a teacher of Oud and the Maqam at the 
! ! ! ! National Lebanese Conservatoire

23rd March 2012 ! ! Abouna Ihab, the director of my accommodation, took me on a 
! ! ! ! day of visiting Monasteries and churches in Mount Lebanon

! ! ! ! Met Abouna Miled Tarabay, a scholar of Syriac chant, 
! ! ! ! who has written a PhD on creating new Syriac melodies based 
! ! ! ! on existing chants

29th March 2012! ! Attended a solo concert by Qanun Player Ghassan Sahab

1st April 2012 ! ! Attended concert of sacred music for Easter by Carla Ramia

3rd April 2012 ! ! Attended a concert of new Lebanese music by pianist and 
! ! ! ! composer Michel Fadel at the Casino du Liban

4th April 2012! ! Met Reem Deeb, a singer and lecturer of music at the American 
! ! ! ! University in Beirut

! ! ! ! Attended a concert of Syriac Chants by Sawt el Atik, a choir 
! ! ! ! specialising in Syriac Chant, led by Abouna Miled Tarabay.

5th April 2012! ! Attended a concert by Ghada Shbeir of songs for the passion 
! ! ! ! week

6th April 2012 ! ! Attended the Good Friday Mass at Deir Mkhalles, a Melkite 
! ! ! ! monastery in South Lebanon and met Abouna Makarios, one 
! ! ! ! of the finest Byzantine chanters in Lebanon
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7th April 2012! ! Attended a service at Bzimmar, the Catholic Armenian 
! ! ! ! Patriarchate

8th April 2012 ! ! Attended Easter Service in Jounieh

10th April 2012 ! ! Attended evensong in Naʼash for the Orthodox Passion Week.

12th April 2012 ! ! Attended a evensong at the Greek Orthodox Church of St 
! ! ! ! Antoine, Beirut, for Good Thursday 
! ! !
! ! ! ! Attended a concert featuring the music of Lebanese composer 
! ! ! ! Zaad Multaka, in collaboration with French musicians and 
! ! ! ! Lebanese music students

13th April 2012 ! ! Visited a monastery in Wadi Shahrour

! ! ! ! Attended Good Friday evensong at St Antoine Church, Beirut

14th April 2012! ! Orthodox Easter: I attended the Hajme, a traditional Easter 
! ! ! ! service at Naʼash Church

19th April 2012 ! ! Attended a concert of the NLOO in honour of famous Lebanese 
! ! ! ! singer and composer Zaki Nassif

21st/22nd April 2012! Visited Greek Orthodox monastery of Hamatoura

26th April 2012 ! ! Visited AMAR (The Foundation of Arabic Music and Research) 
! ! ! ! directed by Mustafa Said

1st May 2012 ! ! Visited ancient Maronite monasteries in the Qannoubine Valley

8th May 2012 ! ! Travelled back to London
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Committed to exploring new musical avenues, Merit sings and composes contemporary 
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